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CDFA & DCI Launch Colorado Partnership  
—CDFA Colorado Financing Roundtable in Partnership with DCI— 

Columbus, OH - The Council of Development Finance Agencies (CDFA) is pleased to announce Downtown Colorado, Inc. (DCI) as an 
official partner of the CDFA Colorado Financing Roundtable. The CDFA Colorado Financing Roundtable, in partnership with DCI, is 
dedicated to retaining and expanding a sustainable economic development finance industry in the state of Colorado through 
education, resource development, research and networking. Launched in 2014, the Roundtable offers webcasts, online resources, 
live events and a dedicated state finance newsletter. 

 “CDFA is very excited to announce this new roundtable partnership with DCI,” said Toby Rittner, President & CEO of CDFA.  “This 
partnership marks a new evolution in the CDFA Colorado Financing Roundtable for 2017. We believe this is a big step forward for our 
work in Colorado. With the support of DCI, we intend to continue to shape our mission in advancing development finance 
knowledge, networks, and innovation in the state of Colorado.” 

DCI will join CDFA and other Colorado Financing Roundtable partners to host the 4th Annual Colorado Financing Roundtable 
Conference in Denver. Join us on May 16, 2017 in Denver to gain knowledge, expand your network, and improve development 
finance in Colorado. The 2017 conference will feature experts and development finance practitioners from around Colorado and 
across the United States discussing critical topics in the development finance field currently trending in the Colorado economy. 

"Downtown Colorado, Inc. (DCI) is very pleased to partner with the Council of Development Finance Agencies (CDFA). This 
agreement will expand DCI's options for providing members with access to a national partner for best practices, networks, and 
sharing resources for effective development," stated Katherine Correll, Executive Director of DCI. 

Downtown Colorado, Inc. is a nonprofit, membership association committed to building better communities by providing assistance 
to Colorado downtowns, commercial districts and town centers. Established in 1982 as Colorado Community Revitalization 
Association and now doing business as Downtown Colorado, Inc., the organization provides four core services to organizations and 
individuals engaged in downtown and commercial district development: technical assistance, education, advocacy and program 
participation. For more information on the great work that DCI does in Colorado visit: www.downtowncoloradoinc.org. 

The Council of Development Finance Agencies is a national association dedicated to the advancement of development finance 
concerns and interests. CDFA is comprised of the nation’s leading and most knowledgeable members of the development finance 
community representing public, private and non-profit entities alike. For more information about CDFA, visit www.cdfa.net. 
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